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TUGGERS A Lord Nelson Victory Tug Owners Association Quarterly Publication



Spring 2017 ~ No. 71



Your Association Officers:



From the



President: Dave Howell Nellie D. 37VT63 [email protected]



Note to the Fleet from Dave Howell, Nellie D. 37VT63



Wheelhouse It's a beautiful Spring day as I stare



Vice President: Barb Lawrence Raven 37VT04 [email protected]



up at Nellie D's transom. She's on the hard in Lake City, Minnesota where Bicki and I are doing the myriad things necessary to get her ready to launch. Next to us is Jack Robert 37VT17. Dee and Lee Anderson are busy aboard getting their tug ready to launch too. Already in the water and urging her sister ships on is Stephanie and Trevor Croteau's Hjortie 37VT33. Behind me, in the distance, I can see many pleasure boats frolicking on the Mississippi River. I'm uncertain if they're encouraging us to hurry up and splash or teasing us because we haven't.



Treasurer: John Niccolls ex-Knock Off 37VT66 [email protected] Forum Moderator: Phil de l'Etoile Brave Duck 37VT67 [email protected]



The number of tugs for sale is climbing. Currently 10 are on the market, a number we haven't seen since the Great Recession. Three tugs went up for sale last quarter and one sold. The good news is that tug prices and the quality of the tugs on the market have been steadily climbing since the 2008 lows.



Editor: Bicki Howell Nellie D. 37VT63 [email protected] Chief Tech Officer: John Howell Nellie D. 37VT63 [email protected]



Like us on FaceBook



On the cover: Victorious 37VT26 entering the Boca Chita basin in Biscayne Bay, Florida.



This month two Lord Nelsons had similar seacock failures. To help keep the nomenclature straight, a seacock is a valve which attaches to a thru hull. In both failures the bronze shaft, which connects the handle to the ball, broke while being operated. And, in both cases, galvanic corrosion appears to be the cause. When the shaft breaks water will leak into the boat and because of this both boats had unscheduled haul-outs to replace the seacocks. Practical Sailor recommends cleaning and lubricating seacocks every three years. The Cheng Wei seacocks used on LNVTs are easily dismantled, cleaned and inspected when the tug is on the hard. The LNVT blog [http://lnvtblog.blogspot.com/] has a recent post explaining how to do it. Here's a quote from Lee Anderson, as printed in Soundings Magazine, April 2017, which should leave a smile on your face-- "Everything is just better on a tug." Keeping it simple and having fun,



On the back: Thistle Dew 37VT46 [Photo by Lou Steplock, Pet Tug 37VT60]



What You'll See in this Issue: • In "Mail Call" learn more about the water tank lids from Fred Nusbickel, Georgia J. 37VT65 and meet our new members. • "Captain Cooks" has three recipes from our owners that you're going to want to try on board or at home. • Winter cruising with the Maitlands aboard Victorious 37VT26 is featured in "Tug Bits". You will also read about the upcoming rendezvous and a few short pieces regarding the happenings in the fleet.



• Learn about several maintenance projects including air conditioning ducting, maintaining pilot house doors, Thistle's 37VT47 hull make over and much more in "Tug Talk".
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Owners comments regarding various articles from past Tuggers issues. Do you have a comment, something to share, or some photos? We want to hear from you! Send them to: [email protected]



Mail Call



Improving Water Tanks In our last issue we discussed insulating the stainless steel water tanks from the aluminum lid to prevent the problem of dissimilar metals.  Fred Nusbickel, Georgia J. 37VT65, provided more details and clarification on how he accomplished this:  First off, what I installed was not really a gasket [as indicated in the article - ed.].  As delivered, the tug had an aluminum backing plate, really a split ring, installed inside the tank which provided an attachment point for the top aluminum access flange to bolt into.  What I did was to remove and replace the split ring aluminum backing plate with Lucite.  There was black goop between the top access flange and the tank which I didn't mess with.  I first had to knock the heads off the fasteners as they had corroded and had welded themselves into the plate.  Once the split ring was out I then used those pieces to create a pattern for 1/2 inch thick Lucite plastic replacements.   (I chose Lucite, but any nonmetallic material should work fine as long as it has sufficient strength to secure a tight bolt-up.)   I drilled mounting holes through the Lucite rings and used stainless  bolts, washers, and nuts to bolt the new backing plate into place, as shown in the picture to the left. The aluminum, stainless steel and water interface is eliminated.  The dissimilar metals of stainless bolts and the aluminum top access flange material has not been a problem as there is no threaded joint into the aluminum.



Welcome Aboard New Members! Spring has blossomed with many new members! A warm welcome goes out to the LNVT newbies below. The LNVT Owners Association is happy to have you aboard and hope you will take advantage of all the club has to offer.   • Bill and Amy Fenske of Kenai, Alaska recently joined LNVT as enthusiasts and enjoy the website.  In Juneau, they frequently saw a red 37’ LNVT named Ecco Domani and it always caught their eye.  Bill and Amy currently run a C-Dory 22 in Prince William Sound cruising and shrimping (what a great combination!).  Best of luck in your pursuit of a larger boat and hoping you find the LNVT of your dreams! • James McElligot of Forest Hills, New York recently joined as a “wannabe”.  He admires the line of the boat and says there is not a prettier boat on the water in his eyes.  James joined to learn more about the boats and folks that own them and hopes he may become an LNVT owner himself.  We’ve got our fingers crossed for you. • Mike McCoy from La Habre Heights, California joined as a very enthusiastic “wannabe” and has been looking at tugs for sale.  Little birdies told me that Mike has interest in and may have made an offer on a 37’ LNVT…….  We will await further updates as they occur, of course!  Good luck to you in your search, Mike! • Cheryl Olson of Louisville, Kentucky is a new “wannabe”, for sure!  Cheryl was interested in the blueprints on our website and thinks the Victory Tugs are so charming.  Welcome, Cheryl. • Mark and Claudia Peterson of Milford, Ohio joined in April.  We wondered if he is the same Mark Peterson who was the original owner of hull #8……..  and perhaps purchased hull #73 previously owned by Marc Hertel.  Inquiring minds want to know.  Yes or No, we are happy to have you aboard! • Rob Jackson of Rindge, New Hampshire worked on his dad’s lobster boat as a kid, is an accomplished sailor and currently owns a Jeanneau 36.  A retired Deputy Fire Chief and now an Engineering Manager at a medical device company, Rob is hoping to retire next year and says he is a “lucky guy” and I believe he is.  Rob plans to attend the Northeast Rendezvous in Fairhaven, MA this summer and also has his sights on the 2018 LOOP. • Sven and Nancy Grenander of Rumford, Rhode Island.  I understand they have been in Costa Rica and have been asking some really good questions about the boats.  We hope to learn more about their adventures and see them purchasing a tug in the near future. • Spence Howell of Tuscan, Arizona is John and Dave Howell's, Nellie D. 37VT63, father. He's been an enthusiast of the tugs since the moment he came aboard Nellie back in 2006. He has cruised with his sons on both coasts, attended quite a few rendezvous and loves the fact that the boat is named after his grandmother, Nellie Davidson. Congratulations to all of you & Welcome Aboard! Barb Lawrence, Raven 37VT04
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Captain Cooks



 



In this issue we are sharing three great crowd pleasing recipes from fellow Tuggers. The chicken salad is a special treat as it is a family recipe from Macy Galbreath's Mom which was given to her by a high school friend.



Chicken Salad



Macaroni and Cheese



Macy Galbreath, Lady 37VT08



Mary Ann McChain, Thistle 37VT47



6 half chicken breasts (3 whole) Few parsley sprigs Few chunks of celery for flavor 1 lemon



1/2 lb. box macaroni 4 to 5 cups sharp cheddar cheese (shredded) Butter



Simmer chicken breasts with salt, pepper, celery, and parsley until tender. Cool in broth. Remove bones and cut meat into bite size pieces. Sprinkle the juice of one lemon over the meat. Combine with chicken: 1 cup chopped celery 1 lb. halved seedless grapes (green or red) 4 oz. toasted sliced or slivered almonds 1/2 cup mayonnaise 1/2 cup sour cream Notes: It needs to be real mayo, not Miracle Whip. I have used boneless breasts, but boned in is better.



Cook macaroni, drain and rinse with cool water. Layer the macaroni and cheese in a baking dish and end with the cheese. Dot the top with butter. Preheat oven to 375 degrees. Just before placing in the oven, mix together the following ingredients and pour the mixture over the macaroni and cheese: 1 cup of milk 1 egg 1 TBSP of Bisquick, or flour Salt and pepper to taste Bake at 375 degrees for 30 minutes, or until cheese begins to brown.



Grilled Marinated Chicken Bob Allnutt, Victory 37VT02 The recipe is a favorite of the Chinese and comes from Gloria Bley Miller’s cookbook, "Thousand Recipe Chinese Cookbook". The recipe is very simple: ½ cup Low Sodium Soy Sauce ¼ cup Dry Sherry 1 Tablespoon Honey Garlic to taste Ginger to taste I generally marinate the chicken in the refrigerator for about for 8 -10 hours before grilling. This marinate may also be used for pork and beef. I also marinate flank steak with this recipe.
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The Tuggers gang at the Midwest 2016 Rendezvous enjoying another fabulous pot luck meal together.



Stories and news about this and that ...



Tug Bits



Florida Cruising Adventures Heidi Maitland, Victorious 37VT26 [email protected] We last heard from Victorious as they were cruising this past Winter in Florida. Heidi provided us with an update on their travels and their adventures - ed.



The beautiful photo on the cover of this issue is Victorious entering Boca Chita in Biscayne Bay. With no causeway to connect this island to the mainland all visitors must arrive by boat. The island boasts a beautiful beach and a replica lighthouse, but not much else. Heidi said, "We were not sure if we wanted to stay one or two nights, but the next morning when we saw that some critter (a rat?) had chewed through our cockpit door screen, we were sure we would be leaving! The 'rat' helped itself to our snacks which we had in baggies on the counter and it left droppings all over. We were vigilant for signs of the critter for a few days and were grateful it did not appear to have stayed on the boat."



The next stops after Boca Chita were all in the Florida Keys: Key Largo; Islamorada; Lignumvitae Key; Marathon and Bahia Honda. The 3-1/2 foot draft is a real plus for the Victory Tug where the Florida Bay's water depths are 6 to 8 feet deep maximum. Key Largo was a provisioning stop for the us, with a good anchorage right off of a park at the town offices. There is an inexpensive bus that runs every hour, but we chose to use our folding bikes (stored on the dinghy deck) to move about here. We broke up the leg from Key Largo to Islamorada with a stop in a small bay off Windley Key. Our first morning we awoke to find that sometime in the night our anchor had dragged. We learned our Danforth anchor, which we changed out from our Forfjord last month, is not very good in grassy bottoms. Luckily we had anchored far enough away from the other boats so that we didn't drag into anyone, but from now on we will have to be more choosy about our anchoring spots. The next night we picked a sheltered corner off the north side of Islamorada. Here we used our Ken's new motto bigger Danforth, a 35 lb. Fortress, even though it wasn't rigged to the windlass. We were very secure despite the fact that it was quite windy. It was about a mile to dinghy to activities down the shore but we liked the peacefulness and safety of the secluded anchorage. Our inflatable kayak was perfect here for exploring



along the shore and around the mangroves. We stayed for four nights and especially loved the beautiful sunsets.



Patrons from Lorelai are giving Victorious lots of attention In Islamorada we moved to the Lorelai Restaurant dock for Super Bowl Weekend. Friends joined us, staying with us aboard and sleeping in the main cabin's pull out settee. They enjoyed being aboard and who knows, maybe a Victory Tug is in their future! We spent our days walking, riding our bikes, kayaking and somehow always seemed to end up eating our meals at the Lorelei Restaurant at the head of the dock. With no TV aboard, Super Bowl Sunday found us "die hard" New England fans once again at Lorelai's watching the best Super Bowl ever!
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Our next stops in the Keys included Lignumvitae Key and Bahia Honda which are Florida State Parks. In between these parks is the city of Marathon, a good stop for when a cruiser needs more than just scenic vistas. Marathon is always busy; the City Marina has 225 moorings and more than 50 boats were anchored waiting for a mooring when we arrived. We stayed 10 days in Marathon and met up with our friend from Marblehead, Massachusetts who is on a Lord Nelson 41' sailboat. There are lots of interesting similarities with our boats including light fixtures, teak finishing and beauty. A highlight in Marathon is touring the Turtle Hospital. When we visited, there were 49 injured or sick sea turtles being treated, the most recent arrival weighing over 300 pounds.



One of the turtles at the Marathon Turtle Hospital



On February 19, we left the Florida Keys after 3-1/2 weeks and headed to the western part of Everglades National Park. There are no towns or settlements in this area, just transient fishermen, cruising boats and canoeists and kayakers (who arrived via a 6-10 day backcountry wilderness route). We anchored in the Little Shark River where, from the dinghy deck, we watched loggerhead turtles, countless birds and fish and even dolphins. There was also an opportunity to kayak from our boat and sneak down into some side-creeks, as far as the mosquitos would let you! Continuing up the west coast of Florida we got dock space in Everglades City at the Rod and Gun Club for a night. This outpost is the southernmost town on the View from Heid's kayak in the Florida west coast mainland, mangroves in Little Shark River and seemed wild-west-like, in a Florida sort of way. Lunch at the Club was slow and gracious, and they don't take credit cards. The next day, on our way to Marco Island, a sheriff's boat pulled up to us. Ken and I looked at each other wondering what we had done wrong, but he just wanted to ask questions about our boat. We seem to get that a lot!
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Some LNVT-specific comments from Heidi: --Winter weather in Florida this year has been overall warmer than normal. Our Victory Tug ventilation is fairly good although it would be nice to have more air in the forward cabin for sleeping. --There have been only 2 days of rain in the past 6 weeks. Last spring we prepared Victorious by sealing leaks in the main cabin roof, and replacing the dripping forward hatch, but we're not complaining that it has been mainly dry on this part of our trip! --There is good room on our tug for storage of bulkier items, so we brought a sewing machine with us on Victorious. We have put it to use creating items such as additional screening for the forward hatch and sun covers for the windlass and outboard engine. Sun and bugs are a given in Florida. --We can't say enough about the layout of our LNVT. It allows us multiple spaces to stretch out (napping? working on a project out of the sun? watching sunsets without fighting the bugs?) or to gain privacy. It's a wonderful place to live and travel in for extended periods.



We continued north up the coast with stops at Naples, Sanibel Island, Cayo Costa (another Florida State Park) and got as far north as Cape Haze (just north of Port Charlotte) before turning south again. In the Cape Haze area we made two trips to the beach at Don Pedro State Park which can only be accessed by boat. This park not only offers pristine Gulf waters but is known for the tiny black fossil shark teeth which wash up onto the beach. We found enough teeth to fill a small 35 mm film canister, remember those? We had a special treat when 91 kayaks, canoes, and small sail boats competing in the Water Tribe Everglades Challenge detoured into our marina due to high wind conditions. These racers are self powered and travel roughly 300 miles in 8 days or less. You can learn more about these races at www.watertribe.com



Ken repainting the hull in Deltaville, Virginia Latest update: Ken and Heidi recently worked on Victorious in the Deltaville Marina, Virginia. The boat is back in the water ready for her next adventure and looking better than ever. 



Three Great Events You Won't Want to Miss... NW LNVT Puget Sound Cruise Cruise with us in the north Puget Sound into the beautiful San Juan Islands. Tentative reservations have been made for our Victory Tugs and we are working to confirm who is going on the cruise. Questions, suggestions or to reserve your place on the cruise, please contact our Rendezvous Focal Point: Barb Lawrence ([email protected]) Raven 37VT04. Be sure to check the rendezvous site for the latest information at http:// tugin-west.wikidot.com/. RSVP to Barb for some or all of the trip by May 25, please. 1 13 July - Poulsbo No host pre rendezvous gathering site 2 14 & 15 July - Kingston at marina Kick off after arrival with happy hour and BBQ Tug talk, explore Kingston & pot luck on second day 3 16 & 17 July Coupeville, Whidbey Island rafting on wharf No host dinner at Toby's Tavern plus national ice cream day celebration Pot luck breakfast & dinner with an after dinner dinghy raft on the 17th 4 18 & 19 July - La Conner at marina Mexican Potluck the first evening Happy hour at the La Conner Brewery on the second day 5 20 & 21 July - Deer Harbor at marina Informal BBQ on our own after arrival Dinghy to party barge for pot luck & maybe a winery tour on day two 6 22 & 23 July - Spencer Spit south side anchorage Another celebration at the beach -- it's National Hot Dog Day!



Fairhaven, MA Rendezvous The entire Isaksen family, Neptune 37VT35 are our hosts for the Northeast Rendezvous in the quaint town of Fairhaven, MA. This amazing event starts on Thursday 27 July and runs through Sunday 30 July. There are some great events planned including a tour of a scollop boat, a tour of the harbor with John Isaksen as our guide, pot lucks, a catered scollop dinner and much more. Contact Randi Isaksen (John and Ellen's daughter), 774-644-0644 or email her at [email protected] to sign up. Come join us by land or by sea. Be sure to also check all the details at http://tugineast.wikidot.com



Hudson, WI Rendezvous This annual event is hosted by Trevor and Stephanie Croteau, Hjortie 37VT33 at the St Croix Yacht Club. It will be held 16 - 17 September. Events include a tug cruise up the St Croix River, pot lucks and a BBQ. Please RSVP NLT 1 July to Treavor at [email protected]. The latest details for this fun event can be found at http:// tugin-midwest.wikidot.com.
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Fleet Happenings We heard from Alice & Mutch on Loon 37VT57, who in February were certainly wishing for Spring!



"Good morning from Maine. We've had about 30"of snow so far this winter and we're getting pretty tired of clearing the snow off of Loon. As you can see, she's spending another winter in the water so she does require some additional attention. Please pass our best wishes along to all our fellow Tuggers."



Aboard Wally 41VT02 , Tug, the newest crew member had his first official tugboat trip. Captain Mike Dunn reported, "Tug had such an exciting time on the outing that upon arriving home he went right to his crate and slept for hours."



Al Peterson, owner of Kedge 37VT43 is an original owner with a real sense of fashion. Here he is seen sporting a teeshirt designed by Barb Robertson, Whimsea 37VT64 which states:



Friends don't let friends polish brass alone! Allan Seymour, Sally W 37VT42, lends a hand to Jeanne Koenig polishing Salty Paws' 37VT66 hardware. Looks like Jeanne may have actually bribed Allan with a bit of wine! Rumor has it Sally W and Salty Paws will be buddy boating on the Down East Circle Loop this Summer.



"When I am old like that, I want a tug like that." A special happy birthday shout out to Al who recently celebrated his 90th birthday!



2017 Northwest Winter Brunch



[Photos by Lou & Debbie Steplock]



This year's annual event was was hosted by Randy Miller and Yvonne Bates of Hiaqua 37VT03 (left photo) at their home in Mt Vernon, Washington. As you can see in the group photo below there was quite a good turn out of folks. Everyone enjoyed getting a chance to get to chat with one another, rekindle old friendships, and enjoy some fabulous food together.



In attendance: Tom Blackwood & Janis Bialko (Thistle Dew), Mike Dunn & guest Julie Ratmeyer (Wally), Bruce and Margrit Elliot (ex-Equinox), Dale & Diane Hugdahl (Brigadoon), Craig Kurath (C'est Si Bon), Mike & Barb Lawrence (Raven), Randy Miller & Yvonne Bates (Hiaqua), Alice Morris (ex-Guinea Rider), Joe & Laurie Payne (ex-Hiaqua), Bill Rothert & Macy Galbreath (Lady), Ken & Pat Smith (Polar Mist), Jose Sousa (Carolina), Lou & Debbie Steplock (Pet Tug)
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Tugs For Sale [Find more details at: LNVT.org]



Excelsior 37VT01 (Yacht World) Chris Burgess, 360-299-1921 Location:  Anacortes , WA Asking price: $148,500



Oneida 37VT18 (Yacht World) Capt Chris Burton, 866-532-6202 or [email protected] Location: Stafford, VA Asking Price: $115,000



The Turtle 37VT21 (Yacht World) Bruce Hill Yacht Sales Inc. 802-985-3336 Location: Shelburne, VT Asking Price: $96,000



Tug E Bear 37VT62 (For Sale by Owner) Ted & Kim Shann [email protected] Location: Olympia, WA Asking Price: $169,900



Georgia J   37VT65 For sale by owner Frederick Nusbickel [email protected] Location:   Coronado, CA Asking price: $135,000



Rogue 37VT73 (Yacht World) Patrick Harrington, 360-982-8682 Location: Anacortes , WA Asking price: $120,000



Loretta May 37VT27 (Yacht World) Grant or Pat Bowlby, 613-659-3344 or [email protected] Location: Gananoque, ON Asking $129,900



Lil Toot 37VT75 (Yacht World ) George Norman, 865-207-4430 [email protected] Location: Chattanooga, TN Asking Price: $128,000



Mocko Jumbie 37VT49 (For Sale by Owner) Elizabeth Harding, [email protected] Location: St Croix, USVI Asking Price: $105,000



Victory 49VT04 Ed Markus, 003-165-185-4339 [email protected] Location: Den Helder, Netherlands Asking Price: €329,000



Look who is in the News.... Lee and Dee Anderson, owners of Jack Robert 37VT17, were recently featured in Soundings Magazine. In the article they discuss the experience of purchasing their tug. To date, the Andersons are on track with their plan for the Great Loop. “We know of other couples that are, were liveaboards on their tug, so we know it is possible. I believe she will fulfill her mission admirably,” Anderson says. And he’s sure they have the right boat. “Everything is just better on a tug,” he says.



You can read the entire article at goo.gl/LtCxN7
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What Fellow Owners are Working On...



Tug Talk



Running Air Conditioning Ducting John Mackie, John William 37VT68 [email protected] The air conditioning duct is going from under the liquor cabinet to the forward port corner of the galley, under the corner cabinet. I had to remove the stove, the stainless heat shield and the gasket material underneath and then cut out the plywood bottom of the stove cubby hole. I made a template for my trim router to cut a 7" hole for the insulated hose and screwed it to the bulkheads to gain access to the unused storage areas. These needed to be close to the hull to allow room for the 30" drawer that goes under the stove.



L-R: Stove removed; Bottom of stove area plywood cut; Cutting the 7" hole for insulated hose



As you can see from the pictures big people shouldn't own small boats! It took 6 hours to remove everything and 30 minutes to cut the 2 holes, 5 foot arms would really help. The next job is running the hose aft.



Pilot House Door Maintenance Peter S. Reich, Teddy Bear 37VT15 [email protected] I moved the sailboat out of garage and brought in Teddy Bear's parts to varnish. The inside of pilot house doors needed to be stripped. One set of door handles came right off and the other backed off 1/4" and then stuck hard. I didn't want to pry and risk damaging the wood and came up with following idea. I tied one handle to my vise and the other handle to a come along. I cranked it as tight as I dared. One light hammer tap and BANG, they were apart! Easy and no damage. My Fein (see photo on right) tool has a V-groove sanding attachment which took the old finish out of grooves in about 30 seconds per door! I use the attachment off the machine by hand between coats to sand the grooves. It worked great!
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Aft Bulwark Foam Ken Smith, Polar Mist, 49VT07 [email protected]
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[Ken is creating a locker storage area and provided the following description of what he found after cutting into the aft bulwark. ~ ed.] From what we have discovered, it appears the yard drilled holes under the cap rail, sometimes it was a slot, and poured foam into these openings. We believe they did this in stages, not knowing how much. We found evidence of the pour lines and several different foams used. Some were not fully mixed and were still gooey. Some spaces were never fully filled (as you can see in the pictures 1 & 2). There was a big void going around the corner to port as seen in photo 3. We even found a copy on Taiwan funny paper (I kid you not).



2
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What's in Your Racor Filter? Allan Seymour, Sally W 37VT42 [email protected] I just changed the Racor fuel filter and was curious to see whether it had picked up any dirt. I took it apart and spread it out (see photo to the left). The pleats unfolded to 72 inches long. At 2-1/4 inches wide the filter area is 162 square inches of filter. The filter was perfectly clean; not a speck of dirt. So, I guess I won't change the filter on the engine this spring.



New Filler Caps for Neptune John Isaksen, Neptune 37VT35 [email protected] I started to notice small lines around the filler caps and this year I decided to fix them. When I ground down to the fiberglass I found that the inserts were not glassed in. It was just body filler. Thirty years later with moisture and freezing you have a problem.  At this point I gave Neptune to a fiberglass man and told him to fix it as if it was his boat. He fiberglassed in the filler tubes to fix the problem and says it will be fine now.



The photos show the work in progress to completion (L to R)
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Wally Gets a New Stove Mike Dunn, Wally 41VT02 [email protected] I looked at several forums for comments on stoves and the Force 10 for the most part was highly rated. Force 10 has five sizes in the three burner. One of the features I really liked is the oven door, when opened it slides under the stove to be out of the way. Part of the problem on Wally is the stove "alcove" was not very tall. Dickinson also makes a nice stove, but they were too tall. I chose the North American Compact size. The stove originally installed was listed as a RV stove and although it worked fine, it was showing its age. The new stoves that use a thermocouple on each burner are much safer especially for use on a boat. In older stoves the ovens are not known to work well for setting the temperature. Basically setting the oven might be a fixed 53% open on the gas valve. So baking was pretty much a guess. The newer stoves actually have a thermostat that turns the gas off and on to hold temperatures. The old stove was mounted on two teak "rails or shelves" that were screwed to the side of the stove alcove. When the old stove was removed, I found the rails were also glued in place. That really let the wind out of the sails for me. The rails were glued to the nicely finished countertop edge. I found out the glue used was a red glue that remained soft and I was able to get them off with little cosmetic damage to the countertop edge. The entire alcove was lined in stainless steel sheets and very well done. Since the stove in Wally was mounted facing aft, using a gimbal was not an option. In the Force 10 drawings, they allowed 2.3 inches under the stove for room for it to swing on the gimbal. I mounted it to the bottom on the alcove on the front of the stove and on the top of the back of the stove. It is secure and gives plenty of room around the stove for air to circulate.



The old stove



The stainless steel stove alcove



I purchased it from Fisheries Supply in Seattle. Their wholesale cost was $1, 273.38. Retail is listed as $1850. Defender had them at $1,499 and I believe West Marine was the same. Shipping weight is 81 pounds. I picked it up locally and paid sales tax. The stove has two 3400 btu burners and one 8200 btu burner. The burners are sealed for easier cleanup. It comes with the pot holders that keep the pots in place as the boats rock and roll. The four burner is the same size and about $100 more. The two burner isn't as deep and is about $100 less. The only poor part of the design is the stove uses one AA battery to power the spark circuit for lighting the stove. The battery is under the stove in back which will require removing the stove to change the battery. I have already ordered a 12 volt to 1.5 volt converter to hard wire the stove to the 12 volt light on the propane solenoid valve control. They claim the battery will last several years, I'll be ready when it dies. I'd be happy to help any Tuggers that are interested in an upgrade. The new Force 10 installed



Ceiling Panels Available Joe Payne (past owner of Hiaqua 37VT03) has original ceiling panels available on first come/first served basis. Contact Joe at [email protected] if you are interested Joe would prefer you pick up the panels, but shipment may be arranged. Joe says there is not enough material to completely re-do ceiling as there are many holes in the panels, but if you need to repair an existing ceiling, this is the material you need.
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Hull Makeover Ed McChain, Thistle 37VT47 [email protected] The work to have the hull cracks repaired and painted included: painting the hull and water line cove stripe; repairing the fiber glass above the rub rail with 4 layers of 10 oz cloth and epoxy resin; and finally, Awlcraft paint with 4 coats of finish. I obtained three yard estimates for the job and all indicated about 160 to 180 man hours were required. Should another owner wish to get this work done, these man hour estimates might prove helpful when evaluating their local yard cost estimates. One thing I always wonder when I see nice things people do to their boat is, can I afford that and is it worth it to me?  We each have to decide that for ourselves. But, when one looks at one of our boats without cracks in the hull and good paint, one should be aware that that boat may be worth 16 to 22 thousand more than one that " just needs a little glass work and some paint."   



First part of the job was fixing the cosmetic cracks in the bulwark.



Next up was painting the two tone hull.



When all the work was finished, she was brought out of the shed and presented to the world.



The End...
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Photo by Lou Steplock



Photo by Barb Lawrence
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